some of the central terms with which the post-war history of Hitler representations has had to contend. Treating Hitler as an 'aesthetic, not an ethical phenomenon', Mann probes the psychology of the dictator as much as that of his spell-bound, global 'audience': from his constituency in Germany to the European nations that would follow Austria in falling to Hitler's military and political advances to the exile community for which Mann speaks. Adopting a psychoanalytic approach, Mann anticipates what would arguably be the predominant paradigm underpinning the postwar project of Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with the past), from work on German guilt and the 'authoritarian personality' to the seminal publication by the Mitscherlichs to more recent treatments of trauma and memory. 4 And by conceding his shuddering admiration for the 'historical humbug and soul-paralyzing ideology' unleashed by the one-time melancholic megalomaniac, Mann adumbrates later discussions of fascism's fascination and the successive Hitler-Wellen (Hitler waves) this fascination has fuelled to date.
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In Mann's account, that fascination is driven in turn by a central tension between proximity and distance, whose continuing relevance I wish to stress in light of the articles collected in this volume and of the primarily audiovisual landscape to which they refer. 'Bruder Hitler' constructs the phenomenon within an unresolved dialectic of intimacy and ironic remove. Investigating his own interest in Hitler 'as a character and as an event', Mann places the Führer at an aesthetic distance that allows the author to satisfy his 'need for freedom, for objective contemplation, in a word for the irony which I have long recognized as the native element of all creative art'. It is precisely this distance, however, which makes possible the recognition of proximity, however uncomfortable, of Hitler as a brother -a rather unpleasant and mortifying brother. He makes me nervous, the relationship is painful to a degree. But I will not disclaim it. For I repeat: better, more productive, more honest, more constructive than hatred is recognition, acceptance, the readiness to make oneself one with what is deserving of our hate, even though we run the risk, morally speaking, of forgetting how to say no.
The Mannian affect of interest, in other words, combines a distanced stance of 'objective contemplation' with a proximate stance of 'identification' (Mann's term), a progressive passage from 'recognition' to 'acceptance', to 'making oneself one' with Hitler.
